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About This Game

Gray Skies, Dark Waters drops you into a world of secrets, unanswered questions, and (just maybe) the supernatural. Search to
reveal the truth—or, at least, your version of it.

What does it mean to truly disappear without a trace? In this modern interpretation of centuries-old folklore, that’s the question
that seventeen-year-old Lina Garrett has to consider after her mother vanishes. Take Lina on a thought-provoking journey

through her small Chesapeake Bay town of Avett's Landing to unravel the mystery of her mother’s disappearance and explore
what it means to be part of a family - even a troubled one.

Fans of story-based games like The Path, Life is Strange, and To the Moon will love this story-driven adventure game in which
your continuous choices decide the future of the Garrett family. Gray Skies, Dark Waters comes alive with:

an original score

full voice-acting

hand-drawn paintings inspired by children’s book illustrations

a 2-3 hour playtime

a series of short stories set in Avett’s Landing, Virginia
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Rich commentary mode that includes interviews with developers and experts in various fields

The game features 3D models interacting in 2D settings, similar to classics like Grim Fandango, The Longest Journey, and
Resident Evil 2. Gray Skies, Dark Waters takes literary inspiration from the writings of Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery O’Connor,

Jorge Luis Borges, and Shirley Jackson.
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Title: Gray Skies, Dark Waters
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Publisher:
Green Willow Games, LLC
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017
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If you get a coupon no matter how big yes i would 100% recommend picking this game up. If you don't but like puzzle Games
pick it up it's one Euro but gives you if you are fast 45 Minutes of fun puzzle Gameplay. Obviously the gameplay isn't
something completly new and unseen but still it's fun trying to get a level on the first time or finding out the solution randomly.

Only two Points i didn't like about the Game
- Sound (both music and fx)
- Some Levels repeat themselves (5\/6 out of 60). All of my yes. What a different yet beautiful way of changing the plot
compared to To The Moon. Soundtrack's great as usual.. Isuna Hasekura improved his writing tremendously over the course of
Spice & Wolf, which was hard to tell given how long and convoluted that story became and the fact he couldn't apply
complicated financial engineering concepts on a Middle Ages fantasy setting. It felt like he was running out of plots. WEE
comes to sort this out with its Moon city and crazy computing power, especially in this last volume. The plot devices he comes
up to propel the story forward are simple and grounded -- which is why they are so good.

This volume is heavy on economic plots and terms. There was no time for us to see Hal or Chris' homes or rooms, for instance.
Rooms and places (or lack thereof) were important in the first two volumes, so this omission is a testament to how the plot this
time around is involved with the economy and the "world." There was, indeed, lack of room. It's understandable, and all the
economic issues do bring out character development, but I couldn't help thinking there was something missing.

One issue still left in Isuna Hasekura's writing is how randomly aggressive and impulsive the male protagonist becomes. This
worked out very well for Hal when he was young, sure, but here, 8 years later and carrying the scars of his mistakes, it feels out
of place. Hal grabs Hagana by the collar a little while after making up with her, even though he isn't even mad at her, and she
would have every reason to react badly to this, but didn't. Lawrence in S&W nearly♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Holo in some alley, but she
punched him to prevent it. I think that was supposed to be funny because she was stronger than him, but it didn't sit well with
me.

Finally, the music from this series has been hit-and-miss for me since the first volume, although it didn't feel as bad here.

I think these are all minor points given what was achieved here, so I highly recommend this series.. Some concepts are good, and
gameplay is far more better than Game Dev Tycoon although some core concepts and gameplay are similar.. This game had
high hopes when i bought it in 2015 and it looked very promising then it just stopped no updates or patches it died plane and
simple to everyone DO NOT BUY THIS ITS DEAD TO NEVER BE FINISHED AGAIN. Anyone who thinks they should buy
this game needs their heads examined. POORLY executed, minimal interface, zero tutorial. I guess the dev though you should
read his mind to figure out how to play it since it's essentially abandoned. Also anyone who thinks this is better than Cities:
Skylines hasn't played Cities; Skylines. Graphice taht remind me of the cheapest casual games. Junk

0\/10 an embarassment to Steam.. I love the idea and concept of the game but does it only work with a controller cause i cant
make it work with my keyboard please help me!!!!!. Its hilariously bad. Its so bad I actually recommend it for people to see how
bad it can really be. Seriously.. Zombie Grinder is a Game about Brutally Massacring Zombies, if you haven't Found out from
the Trailer already. It Gives you many character customization options, (You can even paint items!) And has Steam Trading
Support (for some items). Also, Workshop support.
There's way too little people playing this game, so buy it for yourself and your friends.. Cheap little game about shooting
asteroids and swarms of some space police patrol cars and space tanks.
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A little on the simple side, and quite reptitive. I thought I was up for a trippy ride through the music and some amazing visuals,
instead you are focusing on trying to masacre one type of enemy and fly into or not shoot all of the other odd things floating
arround. It's a little chaotic and did I already mention reptitive?. ABANDONED!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/14jiOCxJw64

Only way to look at this game is to consider it as an asset fliip scam. Nothing here, no attempt post EA launch to even make it
seem like development is happening. STAY AWAY. One of the devs posted on the community hub to say the team no longer
exists and development has halted. Nice idea but absolutely cannot recommend until some word on whether development will
ever continue as there is barely anything to the game currently; the current price reflects a game which may never exist.

It was a neat litte concept with an awesome boss fight that I was looking forward to, so I will happily amend this review if it ever
becomes recommendable,. This is a great game, combining the dry, dead-pan humor of the UK with some great animation and
(most importantly) a well-designed puzzle game. I highly recommend it.. I've been with Spriter since the beginning, and it has
evolved into a versatile tool that I love to use. The best part is that it continues to become a better tool for me and what I do as I
learn more uses for it. Spriter is revolutionary as an animation tool, and I am glad to have this program in my bag of tricks.. I
love Seven Samurai, Saumurai Jack, Ran, Zatoichi and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. For me games have rarely matched the
fun and flow of the sword play and action on show in these films. So I was a bit sceptical when I first saw Black and White
Bushido, but noticing the price drop I thought I'd have a go. And I'm glad I did, it's ridiculously good fun. The game play is
simple but effective, versus is where it really comes alive and rumour has it multi-player is on the way. You'll experience no
greater joy than hiding in the shadows or light before swiping your opponent down. A great game and a mega bargain.. kill me
please. Wow! That was fun! super creepy, fairly difficult and great ambience!. Very nice Game I liked it very much and I
played it in a Stream and my Viewers liked it too great job hope you do more Games. In Germany we would call you
Ehrenbruder (Honor Brother).
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